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Hello,
You’ve made a great move by choosing to take a 
motorcycle training course. The knowledge and 
skills you will gain will make you a better 
motorcyclist.   

Our goal with this guide is to provide you with an 
equally informative introduction to the world of 
protective motorcycle gear.

A Gear 
Guide for
Canadian
Riders.
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HAZARDOUS!
SECURITY LEVEL:

Actually 
Unsafe.

Gearing Up Safely

Here’s why you should avoid this gear:

• Avoid second-hand helmets at all costs. Invisible damage may be
present and will compromise the helmet’s effectiveness.

• Sizing is crucial; the wrong size could result in severe neck and
spine injuries.

Helmet

• Regular, fashion-oriented jackets offer little to no protection against
impact and abrasion.

• Earth-toned and dark colours make you harder to see - most
collisions happen when a driver fails to see you.

Jacket

• Thin, flimsy gloves (such as mechanic’s or work gloves) provide
close to zero protection in a crash.

• Bulky winter gloves can be dangerous as they do not provide
sufficient touch sensitivity and feedback.

Gloves

• Asphalt will shred through regular jeans and textiles in seconds
even at modest speeds.

• Casual styles do not fit a riding position, resulting in poor
circulation, which will cause fatigue over time.

Pants

• Running shoes will fly off in a crash, even at low speed.

• Beefy work boots will protect you more than shoes, but aren’t ideal
for operating foot controls.

Footwear
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Increase your level of protection with 
these upgrades:

GOOD EFFORT!
SECURITY LEVEL:

Remarkably 
Safer.

Gearing Up Safely
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• A proper fitting open face helmet combined with shatter resistant
eyewear is a definite step-up from a half helmet.

• This option is still not the safest as the face remains unprotected.

Helmet

• Enhanced safety can be achieved by wearing highly-visible
protective gear.

• At minimum, look for a jacket with certified protection at the
shoulders and elbows.

Jacket

• Longer gloves that cover the wrist bone are a safer option.

• Look for knuckle armour, wrist adjusters and extra padding on the
palm.

Gloves

• Although not always noticeable, pants made specifically for
motorcycling will include features such as protective armour at the 
knees and reinforced areas for increased abrasion resistance.

• Materials such as Kevlar are often used to strengthen vulnerable
regions.

Pants

• Shorter boots are a compromise for safety, but can make for a more
convenient option.

• Moto-specific boots will be made of abrasion resistant materials
and heavy-duty stitching.

Footwear
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SOLID CHOICE!
SECURITY LEVEL:

Your 
Safest 
Bet.

Gearing Up Safely
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The leading options available to you:

• A full face or modular helmet is the only way to protect your face in
a crash.

• This type of lid also offers the most benefits in terms of noise
reduction, eye protection and overall safety.

Helmet

• Jackets made of quality materials equipped with protective armour
at the shoulders, elbows and back protect the most against abrasion
and impact. Some models also come with chest protection.

• Leather and technical textile options can be equally safe. The latter
tends to be more accomodating in different types of weather.

Jacket

• The best motorcycle gloves are also the most versatile.

• They reduce vibrations, protect the palm and knuckles, are
windproof and waterproof, cover beyond the wrist bone and are
easily adjustable.

Gloves

• Many riders invest in a good helmet, jacket and gloves but the lower
body is often neglected.

• Whether you choose to go with a lightweight textile option or heavier
leather alternative, the best pants will be the ones you actually wear.

Pants

• Look for plastic plating and a limited range of movement.

• Taller boots will protect a larger surface area and the particularly
vulnerable ankle bones.

Footwear
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| NOVICE BIKES

to consider:

• HONDA
Rebel

 • INDIAN

Scout 
Sixty

• KAWASAKI 

Vulcan S
ABS 

• YAMAHA

V-Star 250

• YAMAHA

V-Star 650
Custom 

Cruiser / 
Custom.

Riding Styles

These low-seated rides can be quite heavy, but 
smaller displacement models, like the Honda 
Rebel, are lighter and more accessible. American 
bike makers like Harley-Davidson defined the style, 
but their Japanese relatives are generally more 
affordable and reliable.

| RIDING STYLE

Good for: 
• Laid-back cruising

• Two-up comfort

• Community-oriented riding

Gloves
• Perforated for maximum ventilation, these goatskin
leather gloves work well with any style.

| Z1R Women’s 270 Perforated

Define your style. Ride with attitude.

Helmet
• This feature-packed helmet comes with two face
shields; a clear one for nighttime rides and a
blacked-out one to keep you stylish and protect your
vision.

| Bell Qualifier DLX Blackout

Jacket

• Protective armour, ventilation, and comfort liners
make this jacket a standout choice.

| Olympia Janis Women’s

Pants
• No one will notice, but you’ll know your riding with the
safer denim alternative.

• These come equipped with reinforced materials and
certified knee armour.

| Joe Rocket Women’s Aurora

Boots
• A waterproof liner, full grain leather, reinforced toe and
heel counters and a timeless design make these the
perfect pair for endless days of riding.

| TCX Women’s Biker Waterproof
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https://fortnine.ca/en/bell-qualifier-dlx-blackout-helmet
https://fortnine.ca/en/bell-qualifier-dlx-blackout-helmet
https://fortnine.ca/en/olympia-janis-womens-leather-jacket
https://fortnine.ca/en/olympia-janis-womens-leather-jacket
https://fortnine.ca/en/z1r-270-perforated-womens-gloves
https://fortnine.ca/en/z1r-270-perforated-womens-gloves
https://fortnine.ca/en/joe-rocket-womens-aurora-denim-pants
https://fortnine.ca/en/joe-rocket-womens-aurora-denim-pants
https://fortnine.ca/en/tcx-womens-biker-waterproof-boots
https://fortnine.ca/en/tcx-womens-biker-waterproof-boots
https://fortnine.ca/en/motorcycle-gear?pref=cruiser


Helmet
• This lid comes with a DOT and ECE safety rating, a 
drop-down sun visor, great visibility and a customizable 
face shield.

Jacket

• This jacket is made to fit any style and offers certified 
protection at the elbows and shoulders.

• The 3-layer, waterproof design makes it versatile in 
any type of weather.

Pants
• Although they look like regular jeans, this pair delivers 
excellent abrasion resistance and impact coverage due 
to higher quality materials and numerous safety 
features.

Gloves
• These gloves have it all; urban styling, a touchscreen 
compatible fingertip and certified protection. 

• Plus, a full leather construction with perforated zones 
for better breathability.  

Shoes
• No need to carry around an extra pair - these shoes 
are meant to be worn on and off your bike.
• Great for commuters looking for a stylish, protective 
and waterproof shoe.

Standard doesn’t mean boring.

| Icon Airflite

| Revit Burn

| Klim K Fifty 2

| Alpinestars Mustang V2

| Dainese Street Rocker 
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| NOVICE BIKES

to consider:

• HONDA 
CB500F

• HONDA 
CB300R

• KAWASAKI 
Z650

• KTM  
390 Duke

• SUZUKI
TU250X

• SUZUKI 
SV650 
ABS

Standard / 
Naked.

Riding Styles

For the most part, these bikes are beginner-friendly, 
cheap to buy and notoriously inexpensive for 
insurance and maintenance. 

| RIDING STYLE

Good for: 
• Commuting

• City riding

• Short trips

https://fortnine.ca/en/motorcycle-gear
https://fortnine.ca/en/icon-airflite-krom-helmet
https://fortnine.ca/en/icon-airflite-krom-helmet
https://fortnine.ca/en/revit-burn-jacket
https://fortnine.ca/en/revit-burn-jacket
https://fortnine.ca/en/alpinestars-mustang-v2-leather-gloves
https://fortnine.ca/en/alpinestars-mustang-v2-leather-gloves
https://fortnine.ca/en/klim-k-fifty-2-straight-riding-pants
https://fortnine.ca/en/klim-k-fifty-2-straight-riding-pants
https://fortnine.ca/en/dainese-street-rocker-d-wp-shoes
https://fortnine.ca/en/dainese-street-rocker-d-wp-shoes


| NOVICE BIKES

to consider:

• KAWASAKI 
KLX250

• KAWASAKI  
KLR650

• HONDA 
CRF250L

• HONDA  
CB500X

• YAMAHA 
WR250R

• SUZUKI 
DR-200S

• SUZUKI 
V-Strom 
650X ABS

ADV / 
Dual-sport.

Riding Styles

Lightweight dual-sports are essentially dirt bikes 
with a license plate, mirrors and turn signals; good 
for the rough stuff but not ideal on the pavement. 
Heavier ADV bikes are extremely capable on various 
surfaces, but require serious skills for off-roading.

| RIDING STYLE

Good for: 
• All-terrain touring

• Owning a single motorcycle that can do it all

Get lost. Then do it again.

Helmet
• An extra-large eye port and a detachable sun peak are 
good features to look for on an ADV helmet.

| LS2 Pioneer 

Jacket

• Designed for the hardcore rider, a jacket like this will 
allow you to ride comfortably no matter what Mother 
Nature throws at you. 

| Alpinestars Andes V2

Pants
• Adaptable, ventilated and reinforced with protection; 
this is what you want to go further into the wild.

| Alpinestars Andes V2

Boots
• Having wet feet sucks. The weatherproof and 
breathable membrane will keep you dry and 
comfortable.

| Alpinestars Radon

Gloves
• Top-quality materials and multiple ventilation points 
make these a good pair for riding all day in the heat. 

| Revit Sand 3
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https://fortnine.ca/en/ls2-mx436-pioneer-trigger-helmet
https://fortnine.ca/en/ls2-mx436-pioneer-trigger-helmet
https://fortnine.ca/en/alpinestars-andes-v2-drystar-jacket
https://fortnine.ca/en/alpinestars-andes-v2-drystar-jacket
https://fortnine.ca/en/revit-sand-3-gloves
https://fortnine.ca/en/revit-sand-3-gloves
https://fortnine.ca/en/alpinestars-andes-v2-drystar-pants
https://fortnine.ca/en/alpinestars-andes-v2-drystar-pants
https://fortnine.ca/en/alpinestars-radon-drystar-boots
https://fortnine.ca/en/motorcycle-gear
https://fortnine.ca/en/alpinestars-radon-drystar-boots


Helmet
• If you ever want to hit up the track, you’ll likely need a
SNELL approved lid. An entry-level option can work well
as an everyday solution.

Jacket

• Premium leather construction and a 360 degree
zipper pant attachment keep you safer when going fast.

Gloves
• The multi-purpose design of these race-oriented
gloves make them both safe and functional.

Pants
• Breathable stretch panels keep you comfortable and
replaceable knee sliders allow you to lean confidently.

Boots
• While protecting the entire foot and shin, these boots
are built to balance performance and comfort.

| NOVICE BIKES

to consider:

• KAWASAKI 
Ninja 400 
ABS

• HONDA 
CBR300R

• HONDA 
CBR500R

• YAMAHA
YZF-R3 
ABS

• KTM 
RC390

• SUZUKI 
GSX250R

Sport / 
Super Sport.

Riding Styles

Newbie options often sport a 300-400cc motor and 
have pretty amazing power-to-weight ratios, but often 
require more maintenance. 
We salute those who keep the speeding on the track 
and off public roads.

| RIDING STYLE

Good for: 
• Track days

• High-lean curves

• Powerful braking

Cross the finish line in full confidence.

| Scorpion EXO-R420 

| Dainese Assen

| Alpinestars Missile Airflow

| TCX SP-Master

| Five SF2
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https://fortnine.ca/en/motorcycle-gear
https://fortnine.ca/en/scorpion-exo-r420-solid-helmet
https://fortnine.ca/en/scorpion-exo-r420-solid-helmet
https://fortnine.ca/en/dainese-assen-leather-jacket
https://fortnine.ca/en/dainese-assen-leather-jacket
https://fortnine.ca/en/five-sf2-gloves
https://fortnine.ca/en/five-sf2-gloves
https://fortnine.ca/en/alpinestars-missile-airflow-pants
https://fortnine.ca/en/alpinestars-missile-airflow-pants
https://fortnine.ca/en/tcx-sp-master-boots
https://fortnine.ca/en/tcx-sp-master-boots


| NOVICE BIKES

to consider:

• SUZUKI 

V-Strom
650 ABS 

• HONDA 
CTX700T

• KAWASAKI 
Versys-X 
300

• KAWASAKI
Versys 
650 ABS 

Touring / 
Sport-Touring.

Riding Styles

These bikes are designed to hit the road, for long 
distances and long periods of time. Touring bikes 
are generally designed for comfort, smoothness, 
practicality and functionality.

| RIDING STYLE

Good for: 
• Long road trips

• Two-up comfort 

• Packing lots of luggage

Helmet
• Road noise can become a dangerous distraction, 
especially if you’re out riding for hours at a time.

• A quiet, modular helmet can be worth the investment 
if you plan on doing some serious touring.

Rain Gear

• Road tripping also means facing ever-changing 
weather conditions. That shouldn’t mean you have to 
stop.

Base Layer
• Layering becomes super important when travelling 
long distances. Starting with a high quality base layer 
will make your trip more enjoyable.

Boot Covers
• Along with a good rain suit, boot covers ensure your 
whole body stays warm and dry.

Gloves
• A versatile pair like these give you touchscreen 
functionality, a waterproof barrier that breathes and gel 
inserts to reduce vibrations. 

The ride must go on. Rain or shine.

| Schuberth C4

| Revit Pacific 2 H20 Rain Suit

| Dainese D-Core Aero 

| Nelson-Rigg Waterproof Rain Boot Covers

| Tourmaster Dri-Perf Gel
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https://fortnine.ca/en/schuberth-c4-solid-helmet
https://fortnine.ca/en/schuberth-c4-solid-helmet
https://fortnine.ca/en/revit-pacific-2-h2o-rain-suit
https://fortnine.ca/en/revit-pacific-2-h2o-rain-suit
https://fortnine.ca/en/tourmaster-dri-perf-gel-gloves
https://fortnine.ca/en/tourmaster-dri-perf-gel-gloves
https://fortnine.ca/en/dainese-d-core-aero-pants
https://fortnine.ca/en/dainese-d-core-aero-pants
https://fortnine.ca/en/nelson-rigg-wprb-100-waterproof-rain-boot-covers
https://fortnine.ca/en/nelson-rigg-wprb-100-waterproof-rain-boot-covers
https://fortnine.ca/en/motorcycle-gear


Additional
Safety.

Thinking Ahead

Protective armour - CE Level 1 + 2

When shopping for jackets and pants, look for 
options with CE certified protective armour included. 

CE Level 1 is good and CE Level 2 is even better. 

Many models of jackets and pants already come with 
this type of protection. Other models will be “armour 
ready” - which means the actual armour won’t be 
included, but the garment has internal pockets 
designed to accommodate it. For “armour ready” 
options, you can purchase the armour separately.

| D3O Viper 2 Back Protector

Give yourself every advantage.

Ear Protection
• Wind noise while motorcycle riding regularly exceeds 
the levels at which hearing damage will occur. Protect 
your hearing with noise filters.

| NoNoise Motorsport Noise Filter

First Aid Kit

• Whether you’re leaving for the weekend or just going on 
a short ride, first aid essentials are always a good idea.

| Adventure Medical Kits 

Tool Kit
• Vibrations and rattling can make components 
become loose on your bike and having a tool kit handy 
can avoid a trip to the garage or at least help you get 
there on two wheels.

| Cruz Tools Outback'r H13 Harley Tool Kit 

Luggage
• Correctly securing luggage to your motorcycle is the 
safest option for transporting personal items while riding. 

| Kriega US-5 Drypack

Personal Tracking Devices
• Riding in Canada can often mean passing through 
no-reception zones. Crashing alone can leave you 
helplessly stranded.  

• Devices like this one connect directly to a satellite to 
send emergency responders your exact GPS location.

| SPOT Gen 3
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https://fortnine.ca/en/motorcycle-accessories
https://fortnine.ca/en/nonoise-motorsport-noise-filter-ear-protection
https://fortnine.ca/en/nonoise-motorsport-noise-filter-ear-protection
https://fortnine.ca/en/adventure-medical-kits-travel-medic-kit
https://fortnine.ca/en/adventure-medical-kits-travel-medic-kit
https://fortnine.ca/en/spot-gen-3
https://fortnine.ca/en/spot-gen-3
https://fortnine.ca/en/cruz-tools-outback-r-h13-harley-tool-kit
https://fortnine.ca/en/cruz-tools-outback-r-h13-harley-tool-kit
https://fortnine.ca/en/kriega-us-5-drypack-with-hook-straps
https://fortnine.ca/en/kriega-us-5-drypack-with-hook-straps
https://fortnine.ca/en/icon-d3o-viper-2-back-protector


A helmet should fit snug all around. Padding will break in 
over time, so it’s okay if it feels a bit tight at first. 

Before taking it out for a spin, try the helmet on for at 
least 15 minutes. This will give you enough time to see if 
you feel any pressure points or large gaps. You shouldn’t 
feel any form of pain. 

It’s also a good idea to try the helmet on with all of your 
other equipment. If possible, get on your bike without 
actually riding and assume the riding position to make 
sure everything feels right.

Buying a Helmet 

Fitting a 
Motorcycle 
Helmet.

Round Oval Intermediate Oval Long Oval

Determining your head shape

Three prominent head shapes exist for helmet sizing - round oval, 
intermediate oval and long oval. 

To find out yours, use a mirror or ask a friend to have a look. 

Most helmet manufacturers have charts which show where their 
helmet models lie on the oval to round spectrum. 

Intermediate oval is the most common head shape here in Canada 
and is sometimes called the average or normal head shape.

 Determining your head size

Using a flexible measuring tape, measure your head 
circumference at the largest point. This is normally 
about 2.5 cm above the eyebrows and ears. 

For each helmet on our website, you’ll find a chart that 
matches helmet size to head circumference.
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In most cases, a sticker 
affixed to the back of the 
helmet will indicate its 
certification(s).

Buying a Helmet 

Helmet
Safety
Ratings.

North American standard, does not require chin bar 
testing.

DOT   | FMVSS218

European standard and the most widely used safety 
rating in the world and MotoGP.

ECE   | R22.05 

Non-profit organization. Very strict and picky. Many 
race tracks require SNELL-approved helmets.

SNELL   | M2015

In Canada, you need to wear a certified helmet to ride 
legally. Helmets with a DOT, ECE or SNELL certification 
will be legal in all Canadian provinces and territories. 

So, which option is the best? 
There is no single right answer. The most common 
consensus is that SNELL and ECE are superior to DOT, 
and that ECE has a slight edge over SNELL.

| NOTE: 
If a helmet has been through a crash, it should unconditionally be replaced.

Helmets by Type.

Full Face
• These helmets offer the most in terms of safety and 
soundproofing.

Modular / Flip-Up

• Similar to full face options with the added versatility 
of having a flip-up chin bar. It’s worth noting that the 
flip-up mechanism introduces a hinge to an otherwise 
solid structure, subsequently weakening the helmet. This 
option is still safer than an open face or half helmet.

Half Helmets
• Also known as Brain Buckets, half helmets are the most 
minimal of lids. They are normally DOT approved, making 
them legal in Canada, but lack in safety features.

Open Face
• As the name suggests, these helmets do not cover the 
rider’s face. For this reason, they are inherently less safe 
than full face and modular options, but safer than half 
helmets.

Dual-Sport / ADV
•These helmets typically feature an extra-large eye port, an 
aerodynamic sun peak and excellent ventilation. In many 
cases the visor can be removed or flipped all the way up, 
allowing the rider to use goggles instead.

Motocross
•Motocross helmets are designed to be lightweight and 
well-ventilated. They are meant to be worn off-road with 
goggles and aren’t ideal for road use.
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https://fortnine.ca/en/motorcycle-helmets


For more tips on buying 
a used bike, check out 
RyanF9’s: 

“5 Telltale Signs 
of a Bad Used 
Motorcycle” 

on our YouTube channel. 

Motorcycle 
Rider 
Training.

Developing bad riding habits can be avoided by taking an 
accredited course. 

Heightened awareness of road conditions and traffic 
situations help decrease risk.

In some provinces training is mandatory in order to get your 
licence. In others it is highly recommended and can save you 
some serious cash on insurance.

Here’s why you need training:

Buying a 
Used Bike.

Dropping your first bike is a common 
phenomenon.

Motorcycles mainly get used in warmer 
months, keeping them “newer” longer. Many 
used beginner bikes are practically new, even 
after a few years of riding.

You may end up wanting to change bikes 
within a short period of time as you discover 
what riding style is right for you. 

Here’s why you should consider 
starting with a pre-owned motorcycle:

14Photography courtesy of Too Cool Motorcycle School - Calgary, AB

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VKGZdsIkLog&t=325s


• FortNine 

• Motorcyclist Magazine

• Motorcycle News

 YouTube Channels: 
• Scenic

• EatSleepRIDE

• Pirelli Diablo Super Biker 

Mobile Apps: | GEAR GUIDE

Useful 
Resources:

• SHARP stands for Safety Helmet Assessment and Rating 
Programme. Its purpose is to help motorcyclists make an 
informed choice when buying a helmet. The rating scheme scores 
helmets with a star rating out of 5.

SHARP   | sharp.dft.gov.uk

SHARP.dft.gov.uk
https://youtube.com/fortnine
https://www.youtube.com/user/MotorcyclistMag
https://www.youtube.com/user/motorcyclenewsdotcom
https://itunes.apple.com/app/id1089668246
https://app.eatsleepride.com/
https://diabloapp.pirelli.com/web/#/homepage


We hope you found this guide to be helpful.

If you have any questions or would like advice 
as it relates to motorcycle apparel and 
accessories, we invite you to reach out to our 
customer service team.

Have fun gearing up and ride safe. 

See you out there!
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